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THE ELECTROLYTIC rtmOVERY OF COPPER FROM ROD MILL PICKLmG SOLUTION
AT HAWTHORNE WORKS; W.ESTERN ELmTRIO COMPANY, INCORPaRATm.
IftRODUCTlOll
Ear17 in 19~ a oopper rod and wire mill equ.ipped for the
manufaoture () f the oopper wire required to supply the manufactur-
1:ng needs of the Western Eleotrle Compa.Dl' was installed at the
oomp&D3". Hawthorne Works, Chicago, .Illinois.
A brief desoription ot the wa7 in whioh oopper 'Wire 1s
made is as follows,
Three distinct operations are neaesaarY' 'before finished
wire 1a obtained from Qopper wire bars. These operations are
known as (1) rolling, (2) piokling, and (3) wire draWing.
Rollll1£t High purltY' aast copper shapes known a8 wire
bars, which weigh approximately 225 pounds, whioh are roughly 54
inahes long by 4 inohes wide by 4 inohes thiok, and Which ,have
rounded edges and bluntly' pointed ends, are heated to approximate-
ly 15000 Fahrenheit, or bright yellow heat. !he heated wire bars
are then singly passed through rolls for 14* oons8e:utive pastes,
eaah pass reduoing the arose section and inareas1ng the length
*~e mill was started using 1S passes, whioh is the mmabeJ:' the
A.naoonda Copper QompalJ1' u.es, but was reduaed to 14 ear17 1n
1925.
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until finally approximately 1200 feet of 1/4 inch diameter round
rod is obtained from eaah wire bar. The rod 1s then wouni into
ooils approxima.tely 3 feet in diameter for oonvenience in handling
dur ing sub sequent operationa.
Piokling; The rod as delivered from the rolling opera-
tion is more or less uniformly coated with the black oxide of cop-
per whioh was formed when the oopper was heated to the required
temperature for rolling. The pickling prooess consists in remov-
ing the oopper oxide by. immersing the "rod in a hot dilute copper
sulphate-sulphurio acid solution oontaining approximately 1 per
oent oopper and. 10 per aent sulphurio aaid. The coil of rod is
allowed to stand in the pickling bath for about 25 minutes during
whioh time the copper oxide seal e is oonverted by the so id into
oopper sulphate whioh remains in the piakling solution. The piCk-
led. rod, olean from any oxide ooating, is then removed from the
piokling solution, rinsed in water to remove any piokling solution
oarried out mechanioally by the 0011 of rod, and is dipped into a.
hot soda ash and beef-tallow solution whioh neutralizes the last
traces of acid and also coats the rod with a very thin coating of
grease to prepare the rod for the next operation of wire drawing.
lire Drawizlga !he wire drawillg operation oonsists in
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reduoing the arose seotiona.l area of the piokled rod bY' drawing
or ptllling the oOpPer through a suffioient number ot dies to ob-
tain the desired size wire. !he wire is ordinarily reduced one
B&S gauge for eaoh die used. Dies are mad.e by drilling holes in
Qhill~ iron and in diamonds; the chilled iron dies are used for
drawing the rod trom 1/4 1mh to about lio. 1,,,2 B&S gauge wire,
while diamond dies are used for drawing the wire from No. 12 B&S
gauge to the finer gauges. The finished wire is wound on spools
and. then used for various manufacturing purposes.
Referring again to the piOkling operation brief~ describ-
ed above, it will be noticed that no mention is made of the wq in
whioh the oopper whioh enters the pickling solution is remved from
and fresh ae id added to the solution. Obvious ly the piokling solu-
tion must not be allowed to even approaoh saturation with oopper
sulphate sinae at sa.tura.tion all piokling action would cease.
It is the pur:PQse of this article to desoribe the recovery
method used by the western Eleotrio CompS,1W to remve and reclaim
the copper 'Which enters the piokling solution and at the same time
supply the solution with fresh sulphuric acid.
SELECTION OF RECOVERY METHOD
There happen to be three recovery methods 1n VOgu.8 todq
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for the recovery of oopper from rod mill piOkling solutions which
might have been installed at Hawthorne. Before deciding on a:rJ:3'
particular method, it was neoessary to ~ther data on the estimated
quanti ty of oopper available for recovery by any :process.
COPPER AVAILABLE FOR RECOVERY The two fao tors governing the
amount of copper entering the piokling solution are (ll the rod
mill production rate, and (2) the amount of oopper oxide coating
dissolved from each coil of rod.
Rod Kl11 Production Rate; In es t imatlng the quant i ty ot
oopper available for recovery annually. the following rod mill pro-
duotion rates were used,
During starting operations - 43,600,000 Ibs. oopper annually
Normal produotion 70,000,000"""
Ult~te capaoity - 150,000,000" " "
It might be stated here that for various reasons, ohief
among them being that the Hawthorne WOrks has been running on Qon-
siderably reduoed schedules for the last few months, that the actu-
a.1 produotion of the rod mill baa not yet been brought up to the
normal oapacity and 1s now opera.ting 0 loser to the starting oper-
ations tigtlre. It is also doubtful that it will be necessary to
opera.te the mill at its ultimate CB.I;6oity for some time.
Cower :Qlasolved from Rodl Cons iderable data was ga.ther-
ad in oonnection with the as t1mation of the amount 0 f copper removed
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trom a coil of rod by the pickling sOlu~ion.
Mr. W. A. WOod. a oonsul tlng engineer who has installed
several copper rod mills over the countr~ estimated that the
amount of coppar removed during the piOkling process is 0.25 per
oent of the weight of the copper rod.
Mr. Beers, Superintement, and Mr. Adams, Assistant SUpar-
intendant of the Wire D~awing Plant of the Anaconda Oopper Mining
Company, stated that the percentage of copper removed by the piokle
amounts to about 0.25 per aent 0 f the weight ot the copper rod.
:Mr. R. R. Parish, a. oonsul tiDg engineer of Cleveland, Ohio,
estimated approximately 0.425 :per oent of the weight of the rod is
removed. by the piokle. He based his estimate on a.verages obtained
trom the Ohase Rolling :M11ls· Company and the Rome Wire company.
In order to check the figures obtained fram the above
souroes some samples of black: rod· were actually piokled and the
losses determined. The rod used was some 5/16" rod Which had been
obtained from the Anaconda Copper llining Company. The results of
these experiments are given below:
*Black rod is rolled rod whioh has not been piCkled aDd which Is,
therefore. ooa.ted with ..oxlde.
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Copper Losses During Piakling of 5/16" Rod
weight Before
Sample No. Pickling
\Veight Aftar Loss in %Loss in Approx. 10 Copper
Plokllng weight weight Removed by PiCkling
1 7.8453 7.8189 .0264 .338% .287%
2 10.4645 10.4334 .0311 .297% ,2531b
3 8.8165 8.7895 .0270 ,306% ,260';
4 8.6850 8.6579 .0271 .31Zfb .265%
5 9.0128 8.9886 .0242 .• 269% .229%
6 11.3163 11.2805 .0358 .316~ ,269%
Average .260%
In caloulating the co luron tt,A.pproximate %Copper Removed
by Pickling", a factor of 85 per oent cOP:Per in copper oxide saale
was assumed. !*ha seal e is a mixture of cupria and cuprous oxides
and the figure ot 85 per <lent oopper assumes a mixture of these
oxides in about equal proportions.
Inasmuch as it was assumed that the western Eleotrio Compa-
DY would roll the rod to 114 ft rod, larger oopper losses would be
oooa.sioned. On the basis tha.t 5/16tt rod loses .26 par o;ent during
piCkling 1/4" rod would lose .324 per aent, or approxima,te1y .35
par Qent due to the imreased oxidized surfaoe per uni t of volume.
In view of the above data, a pickling loss of .35 per oent
of the weight of the rod was assumed for all calculations made in
aonneationwith the recovery proaess prior to its installation and
operation.
copper Recoverable from Piokle: Knowing the estimated
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loss per rod during pickling, the following ~antities ot oopper




152,600 lbs. oopper annually
245,000" " "
- 490,000" " "
It than beoame a question as to whioh of the three re-
cove~ methods would best meet the requirements at Hawthorne.
The three methois for consideration warsa
1. production of oement oopper by replacement with metallic iron;
2. Production of aopper sulphate crystals by evaporation and
orystallization;
3. Production of metallic oopper by electrolysis.
PRODUCTION OF CEMENT COPPEB: B1 this process the copper is re-
moved. from the pickling solution by replacement with metallic iron
aooording to the ohemioal equation
euso4 + Pe -= eu. + PeSO4
The "0 anent Clopper" t whioh 1s the term applied to the aop-
per produc t obtained by this method, usually oontains onl, 60 par
oent - 70 per oent meta.llio copper; the remaimer of the product
is principally iron, iron rust. and iron sulphate. ~th this
prooess a.pproximately .9 poUlld of' iron is used for each pou.nd ot
Qopper replaced. trom solution and in addition the free aold 1n
the so lution nautrali!&H itself by dissolviDg more iron. Both
the aaid aDl the iron oontent are lost by- this process.
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In addi tion to obtaining an impure oopper produc t and
losing both the acid and. iron content, this prooess haa the
additional objection that the piakli~ solution would of neces-
sity have to become as nearly saturated with copper as possible
to operate the process satisfaotorily. Such a procedure would
necessitate leaving the ooils of rod in the pickling solution
for a longer period of time as the saturation point was being
approached due to the slower aotion ot approximately saturated
piokli~ solution. !1!his would can.a unreasonable and non-uni-
form del~s in delivering the piCkled rod to the wire drawing
maahines.
PRODUCTION OF COPPER SULPHATE CRIST 4I'§1 this proces s consists
in orystall1zing out the Qopper sulphate from the piokling solu-
tion by evaporating the solution to a oonoentrated form.
SUoh a process would requ.ire that the solution from the
piOkling tanks be emptied about onoe a week into a storage tank
of at least the aapaoit1 of the piOkling tanks. From the storage
tank it 190uld then be drawn into boil1ng-down tallk:s where the vol-
ume would be reduced to apJroxima.tely one-third the original volume.
'the bot solution from the boiling down tanks would then be run into
o~8tallizl~ tanka where the ooncentrated solution 18 cooled ani
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the o;rystallizatlon of oopper sulphate takes pla.ce. About four
days 1s required fa r this crystallization. The so lution is then
run out leavin,g the crystals of oopper sulphate. ~he solution
1s now aoneentrated in aoid and can be used over again for piCkl-
ing by diluting wi th water. The crystals are centrifuged to re-
move adhering solution, washed in cold water in a. oentrifuge.
dried, ani paoked fa r shipnent.
It should be notioed that this method allows the con-
tinuous use of. the sulphurio acid. However the process would
require a rather Qomplioated equipment installation and would
also requ1r'e rather close ohemioa.l super.vision. In addi tioD
it also has the disadvantage that the piokling solution DI11st
be allowed to approaoh sa.tura.tion before discarding it to the
storage tank.
probably a IlX)re serious objection to the process than
a:ny mentioned above is that the produot obtained, copper stllphate
Qomnonly known as "blue stone" t baa a variable market; the price
depends greatly upon the supply and demand and varies greatly.
PRODUCTION OF l!iiE;g£LLIC COPPER BY Er"ECTROLYSIS; ~is reaover1'
prooess consists in removing the oopper from the pickling solu-
tion while using -insoluble". usually' lead. anodes and. s1mltan-
eous17 regeneratlns sulphurio acid aaoording to the equa.tion
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OUSO" + Ba0 + Current - au + H
2
S04 + 0(Insol.Anodel
!his proceas oan be'made intermittent or continuous. In
the intermittent prooess the piokling solution is used until oon-
oentrated in Copper and then pumped to the electrolytic tanks
where nearly all of the oopper is removed bY' eleotrolys is. ~the
eleatrolyzed solution contains acid and 1s pumped baok to the
piak:ling tank::s 'lor reuse.
In the continuous process the solution from the pickling
tank is oiraulated oontinuously throug~ the e18ctro~tic tanka
and back to the piCkli~ tanks. The oopper oontent ot the plalt1-
1:ng solution 18 held approx1me.tely' constant 1n the contlnu.oua
prooesa.
~he oontinuous process 1s superior to the intermitten't
prooess in that the piokling and electrolytio proaesses are, al-
ways o.arrled out 1n & solution ot approxima.te17 uniform oonoen-
tration thereb1 eliminating the neoeaslty ot allowing the plakl-
ing solution to appro&oh satura.tion with a aons8quent decr$aae
in piQkling rate. In addition, the oontinuous process requires
less sto~e spaos. les8 elaborate installation, an4 less abeml-
cal oontrol.
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.An electrolytic recovery prooess produces the cower pro-
duct in the readily marketable form of metallic oathode copper ot
high purity and also produees regenerated. sulphurio acid for re-
use in piokling.
4DVABT.A.GliD OF ;EWIDTROLYTIO Oy,ERQTHER :R])?OYmY PROCEBSES. Brief-
ly, the advantages 0 f the reeov817 of copper from rod mill pickl-
ing solution by a contil1Q.ous eleotrolytic process over the other
two reoovery methods lis ted above are,
1. The piOkling solution 1s maintained at a uniform con-
oentration ot' the composition required tor effiQien~ piokling
thereby maintaining a uni form pickling rate. !rhia is not true
of' either the "cement copper" or the orystallization reoover 7
methods.
2. ~he copper produot is delivered in metallio form of
high puri ty and i.8 readily marketed. Cement oopper is vary' im-
pure and baa a nore or les8 limited market aDd while the QOPPel'
sulphate orystals would no doubt be of high purity, the market
tor them fluotuates aonsiderabl1.
3. !be sulphurio soid is recovered for reuse. This 1&
also true ot the oryatallizatlon method but not of the oement
oopper method.
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4. 01'.1J.; a small amount of ohemical supervision is neoes-
sary. It is possible that the elootrolytio process reqa.lres more
chemical supan ision than the oement oOpPer proa ess but oerta.inly
less than the orystallization method.
Beoause of the above advantages and beaause cost estimates,
which were made in 1920 and Which are, therefore, of 11ttle value
1lO\V' since economio oondi tiona have Changed cons iderably in the
interim, but whiah nevertheless at that t1m& smwed 8S large a.
profi t from the eleotrolytic prooess as from either of the other
two prooesses, it was definitely deaided to install an electro-
lytic reoovery process at the Hawthorne Works of the Western
Eleotrio COmpaI\V for the r«Jovery 0 f Qopper tram its rod mill
piakliDg solution.
GENERAL
COMPMISON OF BEFINlm .AND fUPOVERY ET,EQTBOLYTIC PROC~. While
eleotrolytio installations are rather oommon in oonneotion wi. th
copper refining, there are ve~ tew electrolytio oopper recover1
ina taIls. tiona. It should be remembered that 'While the two prooes-
sea are similar they nevertheless differ in details because 1n re-
fining work the obJeot is to transfer the a:aodie material to tbe
oathode using electrolyte Merely &s &. conducting medium but in
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raaovery work the object is to aato.ally remove the oopper from. the
electrolyte using an anode merely as a conluotor for the ourrent
to enter the oell •
.A tabla showl~ the main points of differeme between the
two prooesses followsl
COgPARISOJf OP BEFI!fIm AND RECOVERY PBOCmS1l3
Refinins Recovery
(. ,
Anode material Copper Lead, Carbon or other
Insoluble Material
Current Densi ty- .Amps. per Square
Foot 15 - 40 5 - 2D
Voltage per tank .30 - .50 2.0 - 3.0
Copper content of eleatrolyte 3.0% - 5.~ JIaX. 2.0~ on oon...
tinuous prooess
Circulation - gala. per min.





Since there are fewer reoovery installations than refining
installations, the details ot the reoovery prooess are not so well
knoWll. ~hereforet atter having decided to install an eleotrolytio
oopper reoove~ process, the ~sternEleotrio company 9Dgaged the
aervia9S ot W. R. R. parish, a Oonsulting engineer of Cleveland,
Ohio t who had Qonsiderable experienee in eleotrolytic copper work.
fEE PARISH lRQQI3§ - Upon the adviae of )lr. Parish, it was origi-
nally planned to ins tall what is lmown a8 the Parish PrOG8aS for the
reaover,- o'f aopper from rod mill pickling solution.
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In general, this prooess oonsists of the electrolytia de-
posi tion of oopper at the low current density of approximately- 5
amperes par square foot from a piokle solution oontaining approxi-
mately 1/4 ounce COppEr :per gallon of solution in a continuous
*
airculating system using insoluble lead anodes and regular oop-
per sheet oathodes. The tanks are arranged in cascade and the
flow is from the pickle tubs to the highest tanks, through each
of the tanks at a rate of approximately 20 gallons per minute,
ani from the lower electrolytio tanks back to the pickling tanks.
A sma.ll tank: is provided for making starting sheets. The whole
eleatrolytio room is taka~ oare 0 f by one man.
The advantage claimed for this process is that the oarry-
lng-out losses from the piokling tanks f oooasioned because the
ooils of rod retain some pickling solution even though they are
drained before ri:nsing with wash water, are reduoed to a minimum
because of the extremely law copper oontent of the electrolyte.
This &PI8rent advantage beoomes a real one when the 00 i1s are not
purposely well drained wi th the resuI t that a large volume of
solution is lost.
CABRYING-OUT LOSSES - :Mr. par ish gave a.s his opinion am. supported
his statement wi th some figures that approximatel1 3/4 of a gallon
of piokle is oarried out with each coil of rod. With an annual
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rod mill produotion of 70,000,000 pounds of rod this 'WOuld mean
an annual oarrying-out loss of approximately 230,000 gallons of
solution.
With a piakle content of 1/4 ounae copper per gallon of
solution, or 0.2 per oent, there 'WOuld result an annual 108S of
about 3 t 850 pounds of oopper, whioh on a copper market of $0.13
would amount to $500.00. With a piokle content of 2.0 per aent
aoppar; the loss 'WOuld be approximately $5,000.00. !hese esti-
mates, then, show a saving of $4,600.00 annually by the use of
the parish process if 3/4 of' a gallon of piokle is oarri Ed out
per ooil.
It was felt that Mr. Parish t s figure of 3/4 of a ga.llon
was high for a oarrying-out loss. Data gathered at Hawthorne
baa supported this ,supposition as it has been found that only
1/5 of a gallon solution is oarried out per 0011 of rod, whiah
means au annual loss of 60,000 gallons of solution with an an-
nual rod mill production ot 70,000,000 pounia. This loss amounts
to approxinately $100.00 using an electrolyte containing 0.2 per
aent aopper or $1,000.00 using an electrolyte oontaining 2 :per
cent oopper.
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The above estirstes on carrying-out losses show the 1m-
portanae of a low copper oontent eleotrolyte and the advantage
of the parish Process. It was, however, felt that it would be
possible to operata at Hawthorne wi th an. e1 ectrolyte 0 f approxi-
mately 1 par cent oopper t thereby increasing oarrying-out lOsses
over those when using the Parish Process bu t at the same time re-
ducing the cherniaal control required and imreasing the ease of
operation because of the higher oopper content.
GE:[ERAL PLAN OF THE \V.fSTERN ELWTRIC COMPANY' 5 RECOVERY PRCXIESS
lIr. parish unfortunately did not have the privilege of instal-
ling the recovery process at Hawthorne becuase of his dea.th
shortly after his serviclea were engaged. The prooess as actual-
ly installed and operated is, however,. in a way a modifioation
of the parish proeess am\. has been ins taIled largely as orginal-
ly intended by him. Briefly it is a8 follows;
~he copper in the piOkling solution is removed and the
sulphurio acid is regenerated by electrolyzing while the solution
is being oontinc.ously oirculated. from the piek11ng tanks through.
the electrolytic tanks, thence back to the piCkling taDks.
~here are eight electrolytio tanks arranged in two banks
in aQsaad.e. each bank oonsisting ot four tanks. ~he solution feed
for each pair of tanks in oascade is supplied to the high tank and
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is discharged from the low tank, a circulation rate of 18 ga.llons
per. minute being maintained through each of the eight tanks.
A currant density of approximately 5 amperes per square
foot of cathode surface is employed. in the recovery tanks. The
ourrant supplied to the system by the generator is usually 2,000
amperes at approximately 18 volts al though the ourrent demands I08l1
vary cons iderab11 as they depend upon the amount of rod being
pickled. All tanks are conneoted electrically in series; electrodes
of eaoh tank are oonnected in multiple. Sixteen lead sheet anodes
and 15 ordinary copper sheet oathodes are used in each recovery
tank. The oopper cathodes remain in prooess until they weigh ap-
proximately 250 pounds each; ordinarily this requires some three
months.
The eleatrolyte is maintained at the approximate oomposi-
tion of 1 per oent eu as euso4 and 10 per oent H~04' am is heat-
ed to from 1000 Fanrenhei t to 130° Fa.hrenheit. AP,proxilm tel,- 20 ,000
gallons of solution are maintained in the oirculation system at all
times; water and soid are added from time to time as needed to take
oare 0 f various solution losses.
It should be remembered that 0138 of the main features of the
process 1s that upcm depos! tlon of the copper a QorrespoD1.1~ 8nDunt
of aulphurlc acid is regenerated whiah 18 used to maintain the piokle
at a Qonatant aci4 strength.
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The starting sheets are made in two auxiliary tanks by
the usual method of using soluble copper anodes ani greased cop-
per blankS fo r oathodes. The tankB are operated as ordinary
. eleotrolytio refining cells except tbat the deposited copper,
or starting Sheet, 1s stripped from the greased blank when it
has grown to about 1/25 inoh thiok im tau of allowing the de-
posited aoppar to grow to a fUll size oathode. All 'i\JOrk in con-
nection with starting sheet manufacture is handled by the one
operator who also handles all the operating work: in conneotion
with the recovery prooess.
ordinarily the electrolytia prooess is operated. for the
same period of time that the piOkling prooess is being operated,
which is 48 hours a week, and. the current is 80 regulated that
the same anount 0 t copper is removed. that is disso 1ved. from the
rod by the piokle. If f however, an abnormally large amount of
rod is being piOkled, the reoovery process is operated for an
imreased 1 e:ngth of time. ~he process t therefore, Qannot be
called continuous but nsi ther oan it be oalled intermittent.
1n the generally &Qaepted. sense of the'llord, sime the copper
is not allo"ed to aooumulate in the piokle before its removal
18 begtm. It is probably most logioal to classify the pt"oces.
as a semi-oontinuous one ina.muoh as the ourrent is on. oontinu-
ously While rod is being piokled.
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A sohematio di'sgram showing the principal features or
the eleatrolytio prooess is given on Plate I.
A photograph of the Eleotrolytia Room showing the in-
stallation of the recovery tanks is shown as Plate XI and an-
other photograph of the E1Entrolytio Room showing the insta.l-
lation 0 f the starting sheet tanks is shown as Plate XII.
D:B5CRIPTION OF EQUIPlI:tWT
LOC~IOI - The eleotrolytio copper recover,y prooess is loasted
in the basement of the building which houses the rod mill equip-
ment and is so s1 tuated that gravlt1 flow from the plQIcl1Dg tanks
Qan be obtained.
The rSQovery equipnent is installed in two adjoining rooms.
One room. which i8 lOQated almost direatly beneath the pickling
tanks, oontalns the recovery tanks. sumps. pumps, starting sheet
tanks, and acoessory equipment aonneoted with the airoulation ot
the electrolyte. fbi. room 1s approximately 50 feet wide by 70
feet lOllg and 1s known as the Bleotrolytio Room sime it aonteins
most of the el8Jtrolytia equ1pnent•
.A:n1nmediately adjoining room oontains the D1Otor genera-
tor sets and switohboard.
!here are two serious objeations to havi~ installed this
-20-
reoovery prooess in the basement of the rod mill. The most ob-
jectionable feature to contend with is the fact that the base-
ment happens to be below sewer level and. oonsequently all waste
water and spillage must be pumped. To take Qars of this oondi-
tion a small auxiliary sump to Which all drainage is oonducted
haas been fi tted. with a steam siphon for transferring liqu.1d trom
the sump to the sewer. At best this is a poor substitute for
natural drainage and when a large quantity of water has to be
handlEd, a.s frequ.ently happens in any similar process, the in-
adequaoY' of the arrangement is all the more pronounced.
Obviously the above obJeotion is not one l)6culiar to the
process itself but is due to purely looal conditions. The second
objeotion to a basement location is that the acid spray and tume
encountered throughout the prooess beoomea very obnoxious when
confined in a basement looation where good air ciroulation is
lacking. At Hawthorne this objeotion haS been materially deoresaed
bY' supplying the eleotrolytic room with a forced air ventilation
system.
MECJWlI9.AL mUIlMEN!;
SW!P' - Referring to the diagram given on Plate 1, it
will be notieed that two sumps are used 1n the prooess. It 1s
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the purpose of one sump to reaaive the ove~naw from the piokling
tanks prior to pwnpiDg the solution to the reaovery talitB. It is
the purpose 0 f the other sump to reoei ve the diaabarge from the
reoovery tanks prior to pumping the eleotrolyzed solution baok to
the piOkling tanks.
!he two ~ps are identioal in Qonstruction. Th~ are
looa.ted parallel to eaah other, a.pproximately 10 feet apart, in
the floor of the eleotrolytia room and extend unierneath the re-
covery tam:s. Eaah sump i8 32' lODg by 4-1/2' wide by 3-1/2' deep.
~he floor 0 f eaah sump pitabes 4" in the 32' length toward one end
where the pumps are s1 tuated. and where there 1s a recess provided
tor allowing eaeh sump to be pumped dry if neoessary. Each sump
1s lead lined throughout wi th 1/4" ohemiaal sheet lead.
~he two sumps are inter-aonneoted by means of a lead lined
t:renah 6" wide bY' 6" deep looated at the extreme sump ems remote
tram the pumps. It bal been found sima operations have began
that it 18 advisable to enlarge this trenah to one art wide by 20"
deep beesul e the smaller tranoh does not have suffioient oar17i ni
Qspaai ty to prevent the floor from beilJg flooded when one pump 1s
pumping faster than the other.
~h& sump8 are provide(l. with tightly fi ttiDg wooden cover.
whioh are removable in sea tiona and. wh1ch • erve the two-fold purpose
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of' minimizing the ehat1Q8 of acoident by a parson falling into an
open sump and of keeping considerable acid spra.v from. aoaumulat-
1ng in the air.
Plate II shows the relative location and position of the
sumps with referem8 to the rest 0 t the equipnent.
Pumps a.D1 Piping - The pum'Pillg aqu1pnent for handling
the solution consists of four Duriron oentri~gal pumps, series
403, eaoh 0 f Whioh has a 4" suotion and 'a 3 ft discharge. The
pumps are installed in two pairs, one of ea.oh pair being for
regular use and the alternate being provided as a spare. A
oommon suction stub serves each pair of pumps; the suotion stub
itselt is surrounded by a lead boot open at both ends and ex-
tending down into the so lution 80 that the pwnp feed 18 always
drawn from wi. thin a few inches of the be ttom of the sump, thus
minimizing the or..anoe of oirculating all whioh aaoumu.lates on
the surfaoe of the solution. Each stub is equipped with the
usual strainer and foot valve. The pump oonneotions are shown
in Plate II.
ona pair of pumps is looa.ted at the low eId of the sump
which collects the piokle overflow. ~hese pumps su.pply the re-
oovery tank: feed. Each pump of' the pair is direot-conneated to
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a western Eleatric 7-1/2 R.P•• 1200 R.P.M., 440 volt. 3-pha89
a.o. induction motor and is rated to deliver 200 ga.llons of solu-
t ion per minute agains t a developed head. 0 f 25 feet with a suo t ion
head 0 f 4 feet.
The other pair of pumps is looated at the corresponding
low end 0 f the sump whic h collects the over flow from the reoovery
tanks. These pumps supply the pickle tanks with eleatrolyzed
solution. Each ~of this pair is direct-oonnected to a
western Electrio 15 H.P., 1800 R.P.Y., 440 volt, 3 phase a.o. in-
duction motor and is rated to deliver 200 gallons of solution per
minute agains t a developed head of 50 feet wi th a suotion head of
4 feet.
Considerable trouble was experienced before a sui tabla
packing material wa. found. It. is, of oourse, neoessary that the
paoking in any oentrifugal pump shall be constantly drawn up tight
but it is particularly true in this case beoause when air is being
suaked into the stUffing boxes an irritating acid sprB3 resul ts at
the diS0baJ::ge end 0 f the pump line. "!Y:P& A" paoking, furnished
by the Duriron Company, baok-ed ",vi th one ring am faced with one ring
of t.Cra~ Metallic" packing, :f'u.rnished by aithar the Duriron aompa.-
rf9' or the Jobn crane Company, has "been found to give satisfaotory
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resu.lts a.lthou.gh it is still neoessary to paCk: the pumps every
few days.
All pumps am. fittings are kept as free as possible from
deposi ts 0 f ohemleal sal ts and are kept constantly covered with
a thin ooating of a thin or medium maohine oil for protection.
Extra heavy ohamloal lead piping is used fa r solution.
transfer throughout the installation. A 3 tt header 1s oonnected
to the discharge of the pair 0 f low speed pwnps ani supplies
the solution feed to the four pairs of raoovery tanks by means
of four 1-1/4" brar.ches. Eaoh of the branches is eqUipped with
. an AOimet ttFreflo tt valve where the amount of feed to any parti-
oular tank 1s regu.lated. fhe header is provided wi th two valves
and extens ion lines so that. if des ired. solution JnS3' be by-pas-
sed. a1 ther direotly back to the sump whence it was pumped or to
an auxiliary sump before it is siphoned to So sewer. Another 3"
return header is OOnDeoted with the disoharge of the high speed
pump and carries the eleotrolyz81 solution back: to the pickling
tanka·.
Plate II shows in detail the arrangement ot the pumps
and piping oonneotions.
~anks - Eight reQovery tanka of the aonstru.ation as de-
tail ad in Plate III are in operation. These tanka were bull t by
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the Eag1 e Tank \brks of Chioago, Illinois and are of very satis-
fao tory des ign.
The tanks are made 0 f 2~3/4n finishEd oypress and are 11 t
- 9-1/2" long by 3'-6" wide by 4'-3-1/4" deep inside dimensions.
5/8" bronze tie rods are used on the sides and. ends for bracing.
Each tank is fully lead lined with 1/8" ahemiaal sheet lead.
Drains 1-1/2" in diameter are provided. J.. disaharge open-
"
Ing 2" in diameter is looated 3" below the top of one end 0 f the
tank. A half-roum lead sheet baffle ot 2" radius extends vertiaal-
ly trom the top 0 f the tank to wi thin 9" of the bottom and em lO8es
the d i saharge opening so that the solut ion to be disQharged 1s
drawn fro~ the bottom 0 f .the tank.
paraffined cypress eleotrode holders are staggered on the
t\QJ s ides of eaoh ta.nlc. These eleatrode holders have the two-
fold purpose of preventing direct short airauits ot eleotrodes
through. the lead lining of the tank and also of causing the eleatro-
lyte to assume a zig-zag path while being oiroulated through the
tank. Plate IV shows the oo.nstruction of these holders while their
location in the reaovary tank is shown in Pl~te III.
The looation of the eight tanks wi th .referenee to the re.;..
maimer 0 f the equipnent is shown in Plate II. The 8 tanks are
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ins tall Ed in two ba.nks 0 f four tanks each, one bank being 6" high-
er than the other. Eaoh tank rests on aonarete piers for founda-
tions. Smooth bearing surfaces have been obtained with the use of
1/2" thick glass pla.tes. The tanks themselves are supported by
two 6" by 8 ft aId five 4" by 4" oak timbers placed lengtl:rNise and
crosswise respECtively on the conorete piers.
All timbers as well as the tanks themselves are painted
with black, acid resisting, P&B paint.
It will be notioed that spaoe has bean left for the in-
stallation of six more tan.ks when the ultimate ca.pacity of the
rod mill has been rea.ohed and it is required that more oopper is
recovered eleotrolytloally.
A square wooden wash tank as sho'W1l in Plate IV is provided
tor rinsing eleotrodes. It is of simple aonstruction and unlined
since it is not required to withstand acid solutions.
~he starting sheet tanka will be desoribed later in aon-
naation with the equipnent used in the manufaoture of starting
sheets.
Trolley and Hoist - An "111 Beam trolley and hand. chain
hoist to which has been fitted a lifting yoke is the equipnent
used for handling the eleotrodes sima there is only one operator
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available for handling all material.
The trolley system consists in a main line, running over
the oenterline 0 f the starting sheet tanks, together wi th 4: branch
lines over the oenter-lines of each of the four pairs of recovery
ta.nk:s which are at right a.."'1g1es to the main line. The trolley- is
awitched. from the main line to a. branch or viae versa with the use
of a transfer bridge.
The hoist is a 1/2 ton Yale and Towne Arrrq type spur gear
trolley 'type chain hoist.
ventilating Systems As it was previously mentioned, the
acid spray developed. by an ele<ltrolytic installation of this kind
becomes very oppressive at times. This objection is all the mre
pronounced in this particular installation because of its basement
looation. To improve the quality of air, a ventilating system
oapable of supplying twenty oomplete ohanges of air per hour has
been installed.
one No. 6 sturtevant :Mult i vane fan (DES 3) rated at 8 t 000
cubic feet per minute 'and direct connected to & 5 R.P. - 600 R.P.M.
motor takes air from another and separate p3.rt 0 f the basement and
forces it into t'he Eleatrolytia Room. through a 2 foot diameter pipe
whiob terminates in four. openings equally spaced over the side of
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the room and at an elevation slightly lower than the tops of the
tanks.
Two No.3 sturtevant Multivane fans (DES 2), each rated.
at 4.000 cubic feet per minute and direat oonnected to a 3 a.p.
- 1200 R.P.M. motor, are placed in two rectangular vents looated
on the opposite side 0 f the room close to the oeiling and provide
the necessary suotion to oarry the impure air to the outside.
It is possible to obtain some general idea of the air
supply' system from Plate II but the exhaust system 18 not in-
dicated.
The ventilating system 1s in operation oontinuously while
the reoovery prooess is in operation.
WOod walks and Gratings - WOod walks and gratings are
provided at the elevation of the top ot the tanks in the lower
bank. Their use is obvious.
~mTRIQA.L EQUI'PM]I'1'
Motor-generator Bets - Direct current for eleotrolysis
is supplied to the system by two d ireat current generators rated
at 2,000 mnperes, 20 volts and having fields separatelY exaited
wi th 220 volt direot current, whioh were obtained from Janz and
Le1tzCom~ of Cinalnnati t Ohio. The generators are direct
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conneoted to Western Electric 75 R.P., 440 volt, 3-phase a.c.
squirrel oage induction type, 500 R.P.M. motors.
The motor generators are not oonnaated either in series
or in parallel. Only one set is used at a time, the other set
serving as a s:rare.
The following table 0 f readings taken while one of the
motor generator sets was in operation shows the effioiency of
the set at various loads.
EFFICIENCY OF MOTOR GEN:ERAroR 5Ef
output .of Generator Input of gotor
Volts Amps. ~ K!.L. ~ EftiaienCl
.
0 0 0 4.56
15.0 1500 22.5 36.48 61.7
15.5 1750 27.1 43.32 62.5
16.0 2000 32.0 50.92 62.9
lUectriQal Connections; Plate I shows the general
arrangement 0 f the direot ourrent lines ooming from the gener-
ator. Bus bar and aontaat bar deta.ils are shown in Plate v.
!he eight recovery tanka are oonneoted in series. Also
in series with the recovery tanka &8 well as in aeries with eaoh
other are the two starting sheet tanka which mar be shunted out
of the line by the use of the shunt switch provldecl.
All bu. bars and oontact bars bave cross sections 8Jl¥)unt-
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iug to 2 8"Q.uare imhes which 1s sufficient to safely Qarry 3000
amperes. The dimensions of the particula.r bars vary as shown in
Plate V but the Qross-seational area remains constant.
A switchboard loaated olose to the generators is provide!
wi th a voltmeter, an ammeter, ani a rheos tat to control the field
excita.tion, for each of the motor generator sets. In addition a
Reversite oirQuit breaker provided with overvoltage, low voltage,
and reverse current releases is inserted in the main line. .,Because
lead anodes and Clopper oathodes are used in the reoovery eells, the
cell s themselves are virtually storage batteries; the Reversite
cirouit breaker 18 prOVided to protect the generator wilXiings should
the storage-battery effeot allow au.rrent to flow in the opposite
direction from that induoed by the generators.
J..nodes - !he anodes used in the recovery system are ahem-
10a1 lead sheets 3' -8" lo:ng by 2' -11" wide by liSt! thick. The 1 ea.d
sheets are riveted between two aopper bars 1/2" by 1" by 3'-10-3/4"
as shawn in Plate VI.
Sixteen anodesaonneated in multiple are used in eaoh re-
oovery tank. The anodes are spaced at 8" oenters and iit into their
respeGtlve eleotrode bold.ers asi,ndioated in plate III.
Cathodes - The oathodes US5 in# the reQovery system are
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originally copper starting sheets 3'-10" long by 2'-11" wide by
about 1/25" thick. Ordinarily these starting sheets are made in
the starting sheet tanks auxiliary- to the reaovery installation
but they~ be pt1rQhased, as No. 24 B&S gauge rolled sheet cop-
per if desired.
Two loops, eaah of 2" strap oopper out f'r01'J1 atartiz:g
sheets and annealed, are fastened to eaoh sheet as shown in
PIate VI. The ac tual fas tening is made by puohing a hole through
the three thiO'knesses of sheet oopper by means ot a. band punoh
and die am. subsequently flattening out the burrs on the under...
neath side. This ie a rather arude method but S11108 it is neces-
aary to loop only one or two aheats a day the iDS talla tiOD of a
machine such as the Morrow Clip MaChine 1s hardly justifiable.
~h8 sheet 1s bung in the tauk by suspending it bY' its two loops
from a oopper hanger bar 1/2ft by 1-1/2" by- 3'-10-3/4" which 1$
also shown in ~late VI.
Fifteen oathodes aonneated in mu.ltiple are used in each
recovery tank. lfhey are spaaed at 8~ centers and are hUng mld-
wa'3' between the anodes. The oathodes of 9aoh tank: hang approx1-
matel1 2" closer to the tank floor than the anodes; this 1s to
prevent the tonnation at & verY' pronounC3ed "bead" of deposited
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oopper usually obta.ined on the edge of the c:lathode if the anode
is the exact size of the cathode.
Plate III indiQates the position of the oathodes in plaoe
in the tanks. With the eight tanks eleotrioally in series, the
oontact bar located between the two tanks serVes as the cathode
bar for one tank and the anode bar for the adjoining tank. !l!his
is shown in Plate I.
OPERATION
The normal routine operation of the reoo~ery prooess oon~
sists in maintaining the proper solution ciroulation and in giving
the oorreot ohemical and electrioal controls.
EQPTROLYTE CIRCULATION SYSTEM
Path - The· path for the oiroulation of the electrolyte as
indioated in Plate I and as shown in Plate II is as follows:
~he oonmon overflow from both piokling tanks flows by
gravity through a 4" lead pipe and is discharged at the west eni
of the north sump looated in the Electrolytio Room. one of the
low speed. Duriron aentritugal :I.Jl1lIll?S then takes the eleotrolyte
from the east end of the :O:orth sump and pumps it through a ~"
lead. pipe header to the four tank branoh headers where the dis-
oharge into eaah of the, four ta.nk8 of the high bank is regu.la.ted
by nBans of 1" Acimet "Freflo" valves.
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The eleatrolyt e is d isoharged into eaoh of the four high
tankS through short lengths of rubber hose Whioh extend some six
to eight inches below the surfaoe of the electrolyte in the tank.
As it moves toward the disoharge end of the tank. it is 0 anduoted
back and forth across the electrode surfaces, baaause of the
staggered arrangement or electrodes, until upon reaching the dis-
oharge ani it is drawn from the bottom of the tank, because of
the semi-circular baffle pipe, and then enters the adjoining low
tank through an intertank connector which is described later.
~he al«)trolyte is conducted through each low tank in
the same manner that it is oonducted through as.ch high tank and
1s disoharged from the disoharge end of the four 10'Wi talXs into
a aonmon discharge header which conducts the electrolyzed solu-
tion to the west end of the south sump.
One of' the high speed Duriron pamps then takes the electro-
lyzed solution from the east end 0 f the south sump and pumps it
through a 3" lead pipe return header to the piCkling tanks for re-
use.
It baa been found practioally impossible to regulate the
north sump pwnp and the south sump pump so that they disaharge
equ.~ volumes of solution, and oonaequ.ently one lump usuallY'
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eontalns more solution than the other. Ordinarily it is advis-
able to return slightly more electrolyzed. solution to the piokl-
ing tanks than is baing delivered to the recovery tanks so as to
insure a good mixing of the elec trolyte and to avoid an impover-
ishment 0 f copper in the· recovery tank feed. From such a pro-
oedure it follo'WS that a small amount of electrolyte is usual-
ly flowing from the north to the south sump through the lead
lined trench which oonnects these two sumps.
~ - under ord1l:l8X7 oonditions, 1.e., when using a
ourrent of from 1500 to 2000 amperes. a Qiraulation rate of from
15 to 20 gallons of electrolyte par minute is satisfactory.
Volume - It ia obvious that, in addi tion to the solu-
tion in the rest of the system during normal operation, there
must be a sufficient volume of solution in the two sumps at a.ll
times to provide feed for the two pumps. Ordinarily 20,000 gal-
lons of solution is maintained in the circulation~syste~
~ - Eleotrolyte oirculation is maintained for all
the time that the ourrant is on the tanks. ~he proper rate 1s
established before the aurrent is turned on and ci~lation 1s
stopped only atter the current haS been turned off.
Oil on Eleotrolyte surfaoe - The surface of the eleotro-
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lyte in the eight recovery tanks is kept covered with a film of
oil. Transformer 011, either new or "oarbonizEd". is ordinarily
used for this pu.rpose. It is added from time to time &s neces-
sary to keep down the a.a id spray caused. by the gassing of the
cell which is due at least in part to the evolution of o~gen
at the anode; Ordinarily the oil is added at the rate of about
five gallons par week.
CHEMICA CONTROL
sampling - A representative sample of the piOkling
solution, Which is also the recovery tank feed, is taken for
analysis each Mond~ and Thursday morning after the oircula-
tion sys tam has been running fo r at least two hours to insure
thorough mixing. The sample is analyzed for 1ts copper and its
sulphurio sa id content and the information. is furnished the
person responsible for the operation of the recovery process
as soon as possible. It is this sample whioh governs all chemi-
oal, and incidentally, all electrical oontrol.
Composition of Electrolyte - The process installation
as originally intended provided for electrolyzing a solution aon-
taining onlS" 0.2 :Per a ent oopper and spproximatell 10 per qent
sulphuria acid as call ai for by the parish Prooess. It was found
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that to eleotrolyze from suoh a weak: Clopper solution ..s 1m-
practical because of the large amount ot ohamloal control neoes-
sary to insure against depleting the oopp gr in the eleotrolyte
to suoh an extent that a spongy aopper deposi t results. In
taot, the copper. concentration reoommended bY' Parish bas not
been used a.t Hawthorne nor oan it be definitely said from
Hawthorne experience that it is or is not :possible to obtain
sstisfaetorily deposi ted oopper from such weak electrolyte be-
aause the necessity for prohibitive ohemiaal control .... en-
countered while electrolyzing from even stronger solutions ·than
tho8e reaommamed by parish. It was, therefore, felt more eoon-
omioal to increase the oopper carrying out losses some but by so
doing overbalanae this cost by dearaasing the chemioal supervi-
sion neoess~. !he recovery prooess at Hawthorne, therefore,
deviates from the Parish prooess by electrolyzing more conoen-
trated oopper solutions.
!he composition of eleotrolyte is maintained between the
limits given below:
Copper - gma/100 0,0.
SUlphuria aoid - gms/100 0.0.
~otal SUlphate (calcula.ted as sulphurio
&Old) gma/100 0.0.
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Ordinarily it is attempted to maintain the eleQtrolyte at
the average Qomposi tion of 1.0 gm ~opper: per 100 o.c. solution and
10.0 gms. ~lphnrio acid par 100 o.c. solution SiDC8 an eleotrolyte
of this oomposition gives an exoellent copper deposit, gives a
strong aoid pickling solution, and also keeps oarrying out losses
to a low figure. The minimum oopper content is fixed at 0.8 grams
per 100 c.o. beoause there is danger of depositing spongy copper
wi th weaker solutions while the rraximwn copper oontent is fixed
at 1.5 grams per 100 o.c. because, al though an e.mellent oopper
d~posit is obtained with even stronger solutions, oarryi~out
losses become UIJduly excessive. The total SUlphate content is
never allowed to go below 9.0 grams per 100 0.0. in order that
there will alw~s be present sufficient sulphuric aoid for effi-
cient piokling.
'fem.pereture of Electrolyte - the eleotrolyte is maintain-
ed. between a maximwn temperature of 130° Fahrenheit and a minimum
temperature ot 1000 Fahrenheit. The tanperatura of the elaotro-
lyte is really incidental to the piOkling solution since the piokle
must be heated. to between 1000 Fahrenheit am 1300 Fahrenheit for
effioient piakling.
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Effeot ot Carryim-011t LOsBes - carryi~-out 10ss8s
have a direct eff'sQt on the recov917 prooess. As eaoh .0011 at
piCkled rod is removed from the piakllng tams a oertain amount
of solution is oarried with it ani the volume of eleotrolyte in
the recovery prooess is reduoed. by a. like amount. Carrying-out
losses, then, reduce the volume ot eleatrolyte as well as the
amount of sUlplmrio acid and copper.
Since the oopper is bel:og removed from solution by the
recovery process a.n.ywa::j', no attempt is made to replace tbat cop-
per lost but this is not the oase with the water and sulplmria
acid conta.ined therein. It is necessary that the volume of
electrolyte be sufficient to provide feed tor both circulating
pumps and it is a.lso neaesaary to ma.intain sufficient sulphurio
acid for efficient piokling. Consecpently water ani sulph:u.ria
acid mu.st be added from time to time as required to ()ountarbal-
anos oarrying-out losses.
Maintalni~ the eleotro11te volume presents no unusual
difficult,- since all that is required is to run in water from a
citY' water line, or from the electrode wash tank: in the lUeatro-
lytic Roqm if the wash water 1s beaomlng at all comentrated in
copper sulphate from rinsing the eleotrodes t until the required
volume of about 20,000 gallons is obtained. It 18 apparent,
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however, that this proo ed:t.tre dilutes both the copper and the ao Id
aontent. The oopper dilution aan be ignored, howavar, since the
actual deorease in oopper ooncentration 1s always vary small and
if for any reason the diluting did reduce the copper comentration
to a figure lower than the minimum specifiei, the current could be
shut off the ta.n.k8 until the pickling tanks provided more copper.
~he aoid strength, bmvever t is oontrollel entirely from the results
of the semi-waek1y sample as describea below.
Whenever the analysis of one 0 f the semi-weekly samplea
shows that the total sulphate (504 ) oontent of the elsotrolyte
has been reduced to a minimum of 9.0 grams per 100 a.a. solution,
suffioient 66° Be' sulphurio soid is added to increase the total
SUlphate (804) oontent to the mex1mtun of 11.7 grams per 100 0.0.
solution. In both oases the total sulphate {S04J content is cal-
aulated as sulphuria acid. The aalculated amount of acid ma1 be
added to the el«ltrolyte e1 ther at the 8t1II1pa in the Eleatrolytio
Room or at the pickling tanks in the Rod Jll11; aold 1s .usually
add81 at the piokling tanka because it is easier. Elmtrolyte
oiroulation 1s maintained and the worlansl1 al~8 wear rubber
gloves and soggies While adding soid.
:rollow1:ng i 8 an eDDlple for the oalQulation of the amount
of sulphuric acid to add to the el81trolyte.
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The total 504 content, oaloulated as H2S04 , 1s
(1.26 x 98/63) + 7.50 • 9.46 sma/lOO c.o.
Maximum 804 speQified
SO present
Di1fere:nae, to be added
~ 11.70 gms/100 0.0.
• 9.46 ~s/lOO o.a.
= 2e?A gms/lOO 0.0.
2.ai f!}J1S/l00 c.c. a.t Sp.G. 1.07 is equivalent to 2.09%
system volumes are approximately.
East pickling tam:
Wes t piCkling tank
8 Eieotrolytio tanks




- 1120 au. ft.
504r au. ft.
2761 au. ft.
2761 (au. ft.) x 62.5 (lba) x 1.07 (Sp.G.) - 184,642 lhs.
184,642 x .0209 :: 3859 Ibs. of 100% Hi504 neoessBry
~ • 4140 1bs. 66° Be' H2SO4 nec8sS&rJ
.932
4140 • Approximately 28 carboys 66° Be' H2S04 necessary.l50
Instead ot numerically oaloulating the qaantity of aoid to
be added. as describ ad in the preoediDg example, the quanti ty at
acid is ordinarily approximately determined by the use of the
ourves shown in Plate VII using the following rules,
1. ConTert the copper oontent a8 given in analysis to
equivalent sulphuric aold oontent usi~ Fig. 1,
Plate VII.
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2. Add equivalent sulphuric acid content obtained from.
(1) to the free sulphurio aoid oontent as given
in analysis.
3. Subtract totals (1) 'aId (2) from total 504' aalou-
lated as sulphuriC) acid, marlDIWIl lim! t 11.7.
This gives the desired inorease in acidity.
4. Convert the desired. imrease in acidi ty to 660 Bet
sulphurio aold neoessary- using Figure 2, Plate
VII.
Disoarding Eleotrolyte - It is only oQoasionall1 neaes-
8~ to disoard ~ elaatro11te. City ordinanoes, however, re.
quire that all aalta shall be neutralized 'before being discarded
to the sewer. Soda ash is used for this purpose. The soda ash
is added slowly wi th stirring to the solution to be neutralized
in the quanti ty- of one pound soda ash for each pound of total
sulphata f oalQulated as sulphurio aoid, present in the solution.
ELmTRlQAIt CONTROL
Current Reggired... Ordinar 111 the system requires a our-
rent input of trom 1600 to 2000 amperes at from 15.0 to ID.O volta
but the actual figure obviously- depends on the oopper Qontent of
the piakling solution. The system is, however, mat usually oper-
ated with the higher.load beoause the quantity of rod pickled re-
quires the reoovery system to run at approximately full csaI8Qity
duriIlg one shift. If for a:ny reason the quantity of rod piakled
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were to be greatly reduced so that evan the 1500 ampere lost would
maintain tba aopper aontent of the elEOtrolyte below the minimum.
it would, of aourse. be neaessary to shut down for a time. This
has not yet happened.
It 1s oooasionally neeess~ to operate the reoov~ proaess
more than one shift. Whenever an analysis of one of the semi-week-
ly eleotrolyte samples shows the copper oontent of the eleotrolyte
to have imreased to the maximum of 1.5 grams per 100 c.o., a our-
rent of 2,000 amperes is turned on the tanks for an EDttra period
of time of suffioient length to again reduce the oopper oontent
of the electrolyte to the minimum ot O.S grams per 100 o.c. A our-
rent of 2.000 ampere hours will reduoe the copper oontent of the
electrolyte about .018 grams per 100 Q. c. 88suming no copper 1s ad-
ded at the pickling ta.nks or elsewhere.
Several months' operation has shown that approximately
0.275 per cent of' the weight of black rod is reoovered" from the
pickling solution (see page 63 1. ~his approxima. te figure oan be
used to oaloulate the appronmate number of ampere hours neces-
sary to remove the oopper entering the pickling solution from an
assumad number of ooils of blaok rod as followBl
.usume, 500 coils of rod are piokled per 'day.
Required,
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Numb ar of ampe're hoursat generator to
remove copper dissolved trom 500 coils.
500 (ooils) x 225 (lba) x .00275 = 309.3 Ibs. copper





80% (eif.) ~ 8 (tanks in series) == Approx. 18,500
• generator amp.
brs.
Instead of using the above example for determining the
number of generator ampere, hours to remove the oopper from an
assume,d number of <loils of black rod, the following formu.la can
be uSedl
, 1
Generator amp. hrs. II: W X. .164, where W is the weight in
pounds 0 f rod pickled.
While oalcm.lations made when the number of coils piOkled
is known serve as a. guide for the amperage necessary, the amount
of current supplied to the system at Hawthorne is governed abso-
lutely by the copper content a8 shown by the ohemica.l analysis of
the electrolyte.
Plate VIII gives a series of readings taken on ~ly 15,
1924:. showing the var ious typioal potential drops across eaoh of
the recovery taIits a8 well &8 the typiaal potential drops between
each se t of high and 1aw tanks. The average tank vo1tage as shown
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1s about 2.1 vo 1 ts. The various bus bar voltages are shown :i.n red.
lines while the vol tages between the lead linings 0 f the high and
low ta.lks are shawn in blue lines.
Electrode Inspeg-tion - At least one anode and. ona oathode
from eooh recovery tank is drawn for inspection eaah WOrking day_
Inasmuch as the estimated life of, the lead anodes is one yea:r it
is not surprising that the inspeotion of the anodes is merely a
matter of routine. Cathode inspootion is necessary to assure the
operator that bright t firm, smooth oopper is being deposi tad and
that there is no evidence of "sponginess"_
All electrodes are kept fl at at all times by ttspa:nking"
them when any are discovered curled. The spa:nking operation con-
sists in lS\liing the electrode agains t a. flat ta.bl e surface and
fle.pplng with a smooth board about 1" thick by 3" wide by 12"
long onto which is attached a handle.
Constant watch is kept for short cirouits formed by cop-
per "trees". Trees form only occasionally but 'When they are found
they are immediately removed. Electrode short oirouits oan usuaJ.-
ly, al though not always, be discovered by the tem:peratura 0 f the
hanger bar. A. hot bar indiQates a "tree", or short oirQuit. The
tanks are felt fo r hot hangar bars each day.
All eleatrode hanger bars and aontaot bars are kept olean
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so that good electrical oontacts are made a.t all times. The bars
are usually cleaned. with water or oil al though fine emery cloth
is used if necessary. They are then coated \vith a thin coating
of a thin machine 0 i1 to prevent chemiCla1 sa.l ts and. dirt from dry-
ing on the bars and increasing the eleatrica.l resistanoe at the
points 0 f contact.
Removal of Cathodes - Cathodes are ordinarily left in
the tanks un til they have grown to a. weight of about 250 pounds
es.oh, which means a cathode about 1/2" thick. Fifteen c.athodes,
representing one oomplete tank, are removed singly during one
period of time. The cathodes are handled entirely by the one
operator assisted by the ohain hoist and trolley.
upon removing a oathode, a looped starting sheet is imnedi-
ately hung in the plao e made vacant by the removal 0 f the finishEd.
oathode. Consequently only one cathode is out of a. tank at a time
and it is not necessary to ei ther shut off the current or shunt out
the tam While ohanging cathodes.
Replacin.g wi th starting Sheets - Inmadiately before hang-
ing a starting sheet in the vaaant plaoe oausad. by the removal of
a. cathod..e, the starting sheet is looped, spanked flat, and then
immersed in water in order to wet the surfaoe of the oopper before
plunging it through the oil covering the eleatrolyte in the re-
covery tanks.
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On the seconi. or third d~ after the starting sheet has
been hung in 1'1ao e it is removed and again spanked. flat because
it has invariably beaome curled but by this time the sheet is
thick enough to ho ld its shape fairly well. The spanking opara-
t ion is per ~orrned again in about one week after which only oc-
oasional spanking is necessary to keep the sheet flat.
MA.NUFACTORE OF STARTING S:EEmS
GENERAL .A starting sheet is the name applied to a thin cop-
per sheet which is used to hang in an electrolytic copper, either
refining or reoove~J, tank thereby providing a sheet upon which
the cop;per oan deposi t. In general the manufaoture of starting
sheets is conducted along operations s~ilar to copper refining
except that the copper is deposited upon the greased surfaoe of
a copper, aluminum, or steel plata, knovvn as & 'tblank", from
which the deposited copper is strippsi when it has reaohal a
thickness of from 1/50 to 1/25 of an inch. At Hawthorne, only
oomparatively few starting sheets are required and it is possible
to make them in two small tanks auxiliary to the main reoovery
system.
As is usually the oase with the first few weeks of the
operation of a:n:T new process, the first few batohes of starting
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sheats were not made at Hawthorne without considerable trouble.
It took some time for the operator to bacome experienaed in pre-
paring the blank for deposition and ins tripping the starting
sheet. As a result considerable soraI' sheets were made. The
difficulties were overoome shortly, however, and it is very
seldom that the operator spoils one sheet in ten, which repre-
sents less than 10 :per cent sorap.
EQUIP.MEN'T As previously mentioned, the tanks used for the
manufaoture 0 f' starting sheets are loeated in the Electrolytio
Room and $re auxiliary to the main reoovery process equi:r;rasnt.
as shown in Plates I and II. The tanka and electrodes are the
only additional equipment required.
Tanks The two start ing sheet tan.ks were made by
the Eagle Tank works of Chicago, Illinois, and are of praatiaal-
1y the same comtruotion as the recovery tanks except that they
are srraller and do not contain the eleotrode holders.
Both tanks are made of 2-3/4" finished. oypress and are
4' 4" long by 3' 6" wide by 4' ~1/4" deep insUie dimensions.
5/8" diameter bronze tie rods are used on the sides and ends.
Each tank is fully lead lined wi th 1/8 ft chemical sheet lead.
Plate IV shows the tank construotion in detail. It also
shows the wooden electrode holders as used in the reaovery tanks
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as also bein;g used in the starting sheet tanks. The starting sheet
tanks were originally purchased aontaining electrode holders be-
oause they were to be used as experimental tanks before the eigJrt
recovery tanks were installed. Conditions did not pe~it their
baing used in this manner and the a1ootrode holders were, there-
fore, entirely removed. During present starting sheet manufacture
the electrodes are lowered \vl thout the use of any particular guides.
The wash tank used in connection wi th the recovery systEID
is also used in oonnection with the starting sheet manufacturing
prooess.
Anodes The anocles used. in the starting sheet tanks are
cast oopper plates approximately Itt thiok weighing approximately
500 pounds each and. are 0 f the des ign as shown in plate VI.
Copper of wire bar purity is desired sime unless a perfect
aasting is obtained the a.."1ode scrap beaomes very large. The first
anodes used were purchased as ordinary copper casting where no
particular ragu.lation of the oxygen oontant of the ooppar is pos-
sible during oasting. More or lass porous amdes resulted, sima
copper 1s very hard to cast, wi thout special equipment, and it has
been impossible to reta.in them in the tams as long as desired. be-
oause they weaken rapidly at the ears. Obviously the anode scrap
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has been bey-om. all reason; it has averaged 40.7 :Per oant. Future
anoq.es· will be oast from a copper wire bar :fUrnaoe which is now
being aonstructed at Hawthorne; no doubt anode scrap will be aut
to at least 20 per cent with the usa of solidly cast oopper.
Six anodes spaced at 4-1/2" centers and. connected eleatrio-
allY' in multiple are used in each starting sheet tank.
Cathodes The oathodes used in the star t ingsheet
tanks are ordinarily callel "blanks" beoause they are the blank:
plates upon Which the starting sheet 1s deposi tad.
The design of the blank is shown in Plate VI. Each blank
is made of 1/8" cold roll ei copper sheet and contains "V" grooves
at the sides and in the bottom as shown in the detail. These
grooves are provided in order to obtain, while stripping, an
automatically trimmei starting sheet 2' Ilt1 wide. The length
of the sheet is obviously determined by the depth 0 f solution
in the tank; this is so regulated to give a finished starting
sheet a length of 3'10".
Five ca.thodes conneated eleotrically in maltiple s:p&oed
* Sina8 writing this report experiments have been started
to see if the finished oathodes obtained from the recovery
tanks cannot be transferred to the starti:cg sheet tanks as
anodes. If this ill feasible it should prove both economi-
oal and advantageous.
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at 4-1/2" canters are used in each or the two starting sheet tanks.
Each of the blanks is :placed m:idway- between each respective pair
of anodes.
care is taken that blanks are kept flat and straight at a~l
times. A blank is replaced when its surface has become roughened
to such an extent that it oannot be made smooth again with t he us e
of emery cloth.
Electrioal Conneotions - The two starting sheet tanks are
connected elactrical~ in series with each other and also in series
wi th the eight reoovery tar.ks. The posltive terminal 0 f the gener-
ator runs first to the starting sheet tanks then through the shunt
swi toh, provided. to shunt out the starting sheet tanks when they
are not in use, then to the recovery tanka and book to the genera-
tor. This arrangement is iniloated in plate I and shoWn in Plate
v.
ST.ARTIlm SHEET PROC:ESS ~TROLYTE
Sampling - A sample of the starting sheet tank eleotrolyte
is taken. and analyzed for copper am sulphuric aaid after the mam-
facture 0 f each ten lots of starting s mets t whiQh is the equ.ivalent
of about 2,000 pounds of starting sheats. This analysis serves as
the basis on whiah sulphuric acid or copper sULphate are added to




The electrOlyte is 0 f the follOWing com-
Maximum
Minimum.





One-h..a.lf OU1lQe :powdered glue previously dissolved. in
water is added to ea.oh starting sheet tank for each lot of tan
starting sheets weighing 10 to 13 pounds eaoh.
Temperature - The eleotrolyte is maintained at room
temperature.
A£itation
- Agitation of the electrolyte is provided
by bloWing Qomprassed air through the electrolyte by means 0 t 8.
perforated lead pipe. Agi tation is maintained whenever ourrent
is being supplied to the tanks.
OPERATION
Preparation of Blanks - It is neoessary to "preparen the
surfaces of all blan'k:s prior to hanging them in the tanks to re-
calve the starting sheet deposit. 2his Itpreparatlon" is necessary
to prevent the deposited sheet from sticking to the blank.
If the blmnk: is a new one and has never been used its en-
tire surface is "silvered" wi th an amalgamating solution of the
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following compositions
2. 9 per oent bY' weight




Aoid - 1.5 "
" It
"
~he solution is applied with a oloth or brush ani no
particular oare is necessary as regards the evenness of appli-
oation. It s.eans that all that is required is that the blank
be coated wi th meroury. The e:xa.et role of the mercurY' is not
!mown but it is a fact that the sheets stick unless it is pras-
ant.
It is neoessary to giva a new blank a second oomplete
amalgamation aftar the first copper deposit is stripped from it,
but it oan then be oonsidered. a used blank and treated. like t:bose
mentioned in the fo llowin:g para.gra!il.
If the blank is one whioh has been used before, it is "pre-
:Pared" immediately atter stripping the starting sheets from it by
smoothing an.y soratohes by rubbing with emery and then a.pplying
the amalgamating solution to the bright surfaces. It is, of course,
neoessary that the surfaees 0 t the blank be smooth at .all times.
Immediately before being hung in the tanks all blanks, pre-
Viously amalgamated if necessary are ooated With a very thin coating
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Ordinarily each of the two starting sheet tanks is equip-
ped wi th six anodes and five cathodes. When so equipped, ourrent
as required by the reoovery system is passed through the starting
sheet tanks intermittently or continuously until approximately
45,000 ampere hours have acoumulated. Suoh a current will. depoei t
starting sheets approximately 1/25 of an 1mh thick weighing about
ten pounds each.
There is approx~tely 1.0 volt drop &Oroas the two start-
ing sheet tanks in saries when us ing a ourrent 0 f 2,000 amperes.
stripping After the ourrent bas been on the starting
sheet tanks for the required length of tirrs, the d.eposi ted copper
sheet is stripped from each side of eaoh blank by first loosening
the sheet from the blank :at the top with a flat chisel and then
pealing the entire sheet off the blank.
The strips of oopper left on the edges of each blank are
also r emov ad at this time and scrar)ped.
Only one aathode is removed from a tank for stripping at
a time. It is supported in a vertioal :position by the ohain hoist
while the bottom edge of the oathOde rests on the floor. lio dif-
ficulties in connection with hBndling are encountered. The cur-
rent is left on the tanks and in addition, as previously mentioned,
for an additional two hours at 1500 amperes.
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After being stripped, smoothed, amalgamated and oiled, the
blarnt is replaoed in the tank.
COSTS Starting sheets manufa.ctured at Hawthorne will always
be expensive because they will never be produced in large quanti-
ties. It is in foot doubtful if they oan be manufaatured at
Hawthorne as cheaply as they can be purchased from a oopper sheet
rolling mill. That is a question which has not yet been determin-
ed.
Figures Showing the costs of the manufacture of starting
sheets during the firs t few months of op eration were kept. The
costs are admittedly exhorbitant but it should be remembered. that
because the process was new and the operator was inexperienoed a.
large number of scrap sheets were made and also that the anode
scrap- was very .high due to the poor quality of castings. cast-
ings of even this poor quality cost the exharbitant price of
$.23-1/2 per pound. It is, therefore, just ifiable to suppose
that when anodes of wire bar copper puri ty are cast at Hawthorne
and cost only the market quotation of copper t starting sheet oosts
will be materially reduced. The oost figures obtained are never-
theless being given below sime they are at least an indication
of what oosts enter into the cost of starting sheet manufaature.
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JUnk value of scrap, sheets - 553 x $.12 ;:; 166.36
power;
738,156 anp. bra. at 1.0 volt (2 tanka) .. 738 K.W.H•
738 K.W.H. at generato1'S == ....m
.625 (Eff) 1181 K. \V.H. inpu.t
1181 K.W.H. at $.017
Labor.
- $20.08
1 Man average 3 hours per 10 t - 17 lots • 51 hours
51 bra. at $.47 (ra.te) + $.35 {supervision overhead} -= $41.82
Copper Anodes,
Figures smwanode sorap to be 40.7 pEr aent. This is unusual-
ly high due to poor aasting:1. Ordinarily sarap should be
only about 20 per cant'. Copper cast anodes cost 23.5¢ par
pound.
3655 Ibs. a opper at $.235 • $858.93
3655 Ibs. = 59.3%, then anode scrap • 24:90 1 be.
$.235 (oost) • $.12 (junk value) = $.115 par lb. lost on
anode sorap.



















28.4t/ per lb. good starting sheets
QUANTITY OF 5TMTmG SHEETS REQUmm
Annual Rod Mill production 70,000,000 Pou:nds
70,000,000 x .00275 -= 192,500 Ibs. copIer recoverable trom
piakle
Assuming each oathode allowed to build to 250 lbs. then
192.500. 770 starting sheets nee assary annually
250
Annual Rod Mill produotion 43.600,000 Pounds
43,600,000 x .00275 = 119,900 Ibs. copper recoverable from
pickle
119,900 - 480 starting sheets necessary annually
260
RmORDS
.A reading 0 t the direot aurrent supplied to the ele3tra:-
lytic system is reoorded every hour while the process is in operation.
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From these readings power costs and process efficienoies oan be
caloulatai. A sample sheet snowing the form uasi is given as
Plate IX.
RECO\"'ERY PROC:ESSQPERATION During starting operations a
rather detailed record was kept on the behavior of each recovery
tank and the system as awhola. A rather oomplicated form was
necessary but the form adopted pl"ovided full operating details
on the system. A sample of the form used is given as Plata X.
OPERATnlG DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED DURING STARTING PERIOD
Almost no new prooess is ever installed and operated. without
encountering a oertain number of operating difficulties. The re-
oovery s~rstam insta.llation at Hawthorne was no exoeption to the rule
although no large number of difficulties presented themselves and no
drastio ohanges in the process were neoassBry-.
Only two d.ifficulties are of suffioien t importance to men-
tion. They are the trouble encountered wi th the Duriron pump in-
stallation and the trouble encountered with generator current fluo-
tuations.
DURIRON PUMP INSTALLATION - As mentioned on page 23 of this report,
it has bean quite a. problem to find a suitable packing material for
the Durlron pumps. For a time at least daily reneltal of the packing
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was required. More often the ]?aQking la.sted but a faw hours and
in some oases gave out almos t as soon as the pump 'WaS started.
Obviously it was neoessary to fim a suitable packing material to
relieve such an aoute condition.
The following packing materi81 s were -trieds
1. Garlock ~~terproOf HYdraulic Speaial Pack1~ Style
lio. 92
2. Garl0'~k Twisted Packing Style NO. 117
3. Garlook steam Packing Style No. 150
4. Braided Cop:ger Ring - one ring only at back of
stuffing box
5. John Orane African Blue Asbestos Paoking
6. John Crane Metalll0 Packing
7. Duriron Co. "Type An
various aombinations of the above packi:ngs were tried but
it was soon found out that hemp paokings were unsatisfaatory when
pumping hot t ten per oant, sulphurio acid. Asbestos packings get
away from a-w oorrosive effect of the solution on the packing but
they seEmed to lose their lubrioat ing qualities. The scheme of
:pOOking as finally adopted was to u.s e "Ty'pit A" paak:ing baoked. and
faced each wi th one ring of crane Metallio since "Type An paaking
is very soft and requires some stronger packing to su.p:port it. The
Jom Crane Afrioan Blue Asbestos PaQking can be substituted for
l':I!ype Aft but it is much more difficult to obtain.
I~ addition to finding a correct packing material it was
neoessary to spend oonsiderable time in aoourataly aligning a.ll
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flanges and Duriron connections particularly on the suction sides
of the pumps. Duriron conneations are hard to fit since Duriron
has vary little mechanioal strength and the flange bolts oannot
be dra'wn up very tight. Correot alignment of Qonnections helped
to correct packing trou.bles by reducing the load thrust on the
paoking.
Beaause 0 f troubl es ereountared wi th the Duriron pumps
much unfavorable ori tiaism of the installation has been made. It
is the wri tarts opinion that such oritioism is unwarranted. and
that the insta.llation will give satisfactory servioe if properly
operatEd and maintained.
GElUiRATOR QUItRENT FLUCTUAT IONS - For a oonsiderable length of
time after starting the reoovery process it was not ia-ed that the
amperage deliversd to the system would fluctuate over a wide range
with a constant setting of the generator field aontrol. The am-
meter reading would change instantly wi thout apparent oause from,
for example, 2,000 amperes to even as low as 1,200 then all at
ODOe it might rise to 2,500 amperes. Constant amperage oontrol
was impossible.
Various explanations were offered and tried but the fluQ-
tuationa remained. It was finally decided that the oausa was due
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to some feature of the circulation systEm in combination with the
electrical system.
As originally installed, the overflow from each high tank
to its corresponding low tank was tbrough a 2-1/2" lead. pipe aon-
nection which was broken by means of a 10" rubber hose sleeve joint
and Which discharged. into the low tank: beneath the surface of the
electrolyte. The solution was aoniuated from tank: No.1 tbrough.
this lead pipe into tank No.8, from tank 2 to tank: 7 f from tank
3 to tank 6, and from tank 4- to tank: 5. But the ourrent entered
the system at tank No. 1 and. ran in ragu.lar tank: sequenoe until
it left at tank Ho. 8.
Obviously a high potential was established between 1anks
Hos. 1 and 8, this potential diminishing with each suooessive
pair 0 f tanks as the vol tage readings given in Plate VIII show.
~he solid flow of e19atrolyte presented a oonduetor through
I
which current leakS ware established due to the potential dif-
terano e between the high and low banks of ta.nks.
It was decided that these current leaks oa.used the amper-
age fluctuations and the method of intertank communication _8
ohanged. ~he paths themselves of the solution and el~triQal cur-
rent were not ohanged so they are at present the same as originally
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inst aIled; however, ins tead of the lead pipe rubber hose Intertank:
connection a wooden "intartank aonnector t ' was sOOsti tuted. Cur-
rent fluctuations, other than those due to normal causes, oeased.
Intartank Connectors The intertank connectors are
simply woo.ien troughs which are located as shown in Plate II- !fue
head end of the trough is connected to the discharge of the high
tank while the discharge end of the trough is located so that the
solution falls into the head end of the low tank.
A wire which is inmersed in the electrolyte at the dis-
charge end of an intertank connector is connected electrically
with the tank lining of the low tank, and & strip of lead Which
is immersed in the eleatrolyteat the head em ot the intertanlt
oonnector 1s oonneoted eleotrically with the tank lining of the
high tank. These serve as os-thode and anode, respectively, 0 f
a small eleatrolytio oell. In this way the electrical leak be-
tween the low and high tanks is not eliminated but is controlled.
BECOVERY PROO:BSS COSTS AND CREDITS
!he operating oosts of the reaove17 process and the amounts
of aOP:Per and aoid recovered from JUne 5, 1924, when the proo e8S
was atartaa, to october 9, 1924 were as follows:
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COPPER liECOv:h,...·'~ED - June 5th to OJtober 9, 1924;
Gross Ibs. copper shipped
lass wt. starting sheets
Nat wt. reoovered copper shipped
Gross Ibs.oopper in proaess
less wt. starting sheets
Net wt. reoovered copper in prooess
~o tal Ibs. 00pper r acovered.
(Total theoret 10al lbs. Clopper reoovered
{current effioiency, then, is 30,138
37,996





















.27 &'; wt. 0 f copp ar removed from r ad )
.Inasmuoh as the sheats in process were not yet consumed. and the
first batch was partially replaced prewnturely in order to
establish a. cycle of rotation for cathode removal, this amount
is considerably higher than normal even if anodes oosting 23.5¢'
par lb. are used. If anodes cast at Hawthorne are used .the
figure will be reduced still more.
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SULPIfLTrtIC ACID IillCOVEEOO (CALCULATED) June 5th to Ootober 9, 1924.
30,138 x :: • 46,413 Ibs. 10016 HaS04
46,413 9 0~ a 4 ,800 Ibs. 66 Be' H2SOA93.~ -.t:
CONCLUSIONS
On January 5, 1925, the Development Branoh, who had had the
complete responsibility for the installation,operatlon, and control
of the recovery process since it was startei, turned the process
over to the Operating Branch for future operation. Basad on the
operation during the period from JUne 5, 1924, when the ourrent
~s first turned on, to Janu.~ 5, 1925, the tollow~ conclusions
regarding the prooess are drawn.
1. ~he installation of an eleotrolytio process for the
recovery of oopper rod mill pickling solution bas
been a suooess. The prooess has oonstantly supplied
tresh pickling solution as requi red for the pickling
of blaok rod by removing the dissolved oopper and
simul taneously rageneratin:g sulphurio aoid.
2. During this period 41,112 pounds of copper and 78,700
pounds ot 660 Be' sulphuric acid have bean recovered.
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3. Operating oosts for this period were $2880.77. This
figure does not, however, contain depreciation charges
on the equipment.
4. The oomplete saving 0 f time, expense and energy in opera-
tions subsequent to piokling beoause the prooess has
oontinuous~ furnished fresh piokle is incalcuable as
a monetary figure but it is considerable.
5. ]'rom experienoe obtainei it is fel t that it is more econ-
omioal to operste with solutions 0 f higher oopper oon-
centrations than those recommended by parish.
6. Car~ing-out 10SS6S during this period of operation due
to approximately 49,000 coil~ of rod amounted to about
10,000 gallons of solution whioh represents only about
1,500 pounds of oopper and 8,000 pounds of sulphuric::
aoid or a total 0 f less than $300.00. 2his is con-
siderably less than est~ted by PariSh.
7. A ourrant effioienoy of approximately 80 per oan t ..s ob-
tained Which while not extremely high is very good for
a reoovery installation.
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